1. Let r be an H-group> i.e., T is a group of linear transformations of the upper half-plane 5C on itself that is discontinuous in 3C, not discontinuous at any real point, possesses translations, and admits a fundamental region bounded by a finite number of sides. Let F be regular in 5C and at the parabolic vertices of T, and
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where € is a multiplier system for T and -r. Then F has a Fourier series:
where e(w) = exp(27riw) ; a and X are defined below. The order of magnitude of the Fourier coefficients a m has been actively investigated for many years. Recently Petersson [2] gave estimates for forms of small negative dimension (0<r<2), a range inaccessible by the usual methods. He proved:
The object of this note is a slight improvement of these estimates. We shall show that (4) is superfluous and that, in fact,
holds for all r in the range 0 <r <2.
2. We shall use our variant of the circle method (cf.
[l]). Since we are interested in the Fourier coefficients (i.e., expansion coefficients at i 00), it is necessary to modify the method slightly. (Also we write -r for the dimension of the form, while in [l] we wrote r.) Select a fundamental region Ro with cusp at po = i<x>; denote the remaining inequivalent cusps in Ro by pu • • • , p». Let 5o = (lX|0 1), X>0, generate the subgroup of T fixing 00, and let e(S)=e(a) t 0ga<l. Define X,-and a, correspondingly for j=l, • • * , s. We have the expansions, valid in |/y| <1, |/| <1:
with,4y=(0 -111 -ƒ>ƒ), j>0; i4 0 = (l 0|0 1). In terms of ƒ/, ƒ, the transformation equation (1) can be written Finally, Imw'^4 for w on 7y, jèO, and 0</* 0 <Im w'<h% for w on
J-i.
We are now prepared to estimate a m from (7). Using the partition (8) we get Xfl w = t E f + E f {Mw/\))e("mw/\)dw}^T 1 + T 2 .
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In the integrals of T\ apply (6):
where C denotes a general constant independent of m and N. Since lm«/'^i>0, ƒ/ is bounded on 7y, so that I 2Ti| S Cexp(Cw#~2) 2 2 f UiW + <*y|-'<to.
We estimate trivially: 
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The inner sum is, from (9), less than a sum over (cy, dj) with 0<cy These estimates also appear in Petersson's paper.
